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THE THEOREM OF DESARGUES IN THE SPACE P"
The well-known theorem of Desargues (see [l] ) concerns perspective triples of points. In this paper we formulate an analogous theorem ahout triples of k-dimensional hyperplanes in the projective space P n (0<k<n). We shall treat hyperplanes as subsets of the set of points of P 11 . First we introduce the following notation and abbreviations:
4 (a,"b,c ...) means that the elements a,b,c,... are distinct.
A^ -an L-dimensional hyperplane, L can omitted in the symbol A^ Z(A^ ,A 2 ,... ,Aj) -the join of hyperplanes A 1 ,A 2 ,... , A^ (the smallest hyperplane containing A^ ,a 2 , ... ,A..). In fact, if we had M^ = M 2 , then we would obtain the inclusion M^. Next observe that for the proof of the theorem it suffices to consider the cases k = n-3 and k = n-2 only. In fact, from (2) and (3) it follows that the hyperplanes Z^ = and Zg = Z(B,| ,B 2 ,BO have dimension k + 2. Moreover, it is clear that DcZ^nZ^ (in view of (5), D^ = = Dg = D^ cannot hold). Hence the dimension of the hyperplane Z(Z^,Z 2 ) is not greater than k+3. On the other hand, taking k = n-1, we obtain a contradiction with (2) which shows that k cannot exceed n-2.
From (1) and (3) it follows that if i^j, then the dimension * * of the hyperplane A.n i. equals k-1. Let A m andB m denote respectively the intersections A.n A. and B.nB,, where i,j,m = 1,2,3; ¡¿(i ¡j m).
sequel we shall assume that k>1, since for k = 0 the proof is analogous. Suppose that A* i Ag, then, in virtue of (1) and (3), we infer that A^j 4 Ag. This implies that the dimension of ZCA^.AgjA^) is equal k+1 which contradicts (2). Hence we obtain the equalities A^ = A 2 = A^ = A and B^ = B 2 = B^ = B .
?irst we consider the case (6) k = n -3. Hence the hyperplanes A^ and B 2 coincide. We may assume that B^B^tfD, because the converse has been discussed previously. In view of (7) we infer that Dyj / A^. Since ll^n^ = D^ , it follows that the dimension of the hyperplane Z(M^,Ii^) is k + 2 according to (6) we have M^ = N^ . Hence the hyperplanes Z(A 2 ,B 2 ) and of dimension k+1 have a common part, denoted by F, of dimension k. Taking into account that A*c F we infer that the hyperplane Z(A^,F) has dimension k+1 which concludes the proof of this case. c) Aa^B.0. By (1) and (10) Similarly as in (6), the equality (12) implies that the join of the hyperplanes A^ »AgjA^jB^ ,B2»B^ has dimension n. As previously, we can distinguish two cases: A ^ B* and A* = B*. The proof for the former runs analogously as in the case k = n -3. Hence we may consider the second case, i.e. A* = B*. Depending on the situation of A* with respect to the hyperpljkne D we have two possibilities: 1° k*<t D. Then similarly as in case (9) we obtain A^ = B^ for all' i which yields the thesis.
2° A*c D. We distinguish two subcases: a) A^,A2CD. In view of the inclusions A^ C Z(B^ ,B^) A AgC CZ(B 2 ,B 3 ), taking B^ = F, C^ = Z(B 1 ,B 3 ) , C 2 = Z(B 2 ,B 3 ) , = = (A^jB^), we obtain the thesis of theorem. b) A^cd A 2 ,A 3 <iD. This implies that A 1 = B 1 . If the hyperplanes ZCAgjBg) have a common part F of dimension k, the theorem holds. If on the other hand, the dimension of F is k + 1, then taking as F the intersection Z(A2»B2)n D we obtain the thesis.
We exclude the trivial case (13) AA± = Bi.
We embed, the space P 11 into the (n+1)-dimensional space P n+>1 . Next we consider a hyperplane H n such that HC P fL+ ' 1 A H ^ 4 P n ADCH. It is easy to see that the hyperplanes D^D-^D^ have dimension k and are all distinct (from = D2 it follows that M^ = M2). We take three distinct hyperplanes it follows that F C W^ , and hence Fc C W1 n P 11 = C^ . Similarly we can show that if A2 4 B2 and A^ t By then F C Z(A2,B2) A FC ZCA^B^) . Finally if A2 then taking C2 = Z(A2,F) we obtain the thesis. Theorem 2. Assume that in the space P n we are given hyperplanes aJ, b£, F k , cj 1 is not less than k. Thus the theorem holds provided we take Z Q as D.
-478 - -^79 - Taking in Theorems 1 and 2 n=2 or n=3 and k=0 we obtain the known theorems of Desarques.
